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ADVERTISEMENT.

It is proppr to inform tIl e reader, that if there should
appear in th e present Publication, any deviation in word or
doctrin e from the Truths of the Gospel as held by. the Society
of Friends, from its com~encement to the present period,
that this Society is not responsible for sllch deviation; and
0:;'

'--

that nothing of the kind should exist, has becn the sincere
intention of th e writer.

She would also wish to state, that although she has often
considered it a point of wisdom in the wrilings of Frie nds,
to exprcise great caution in bringing forward alHI subjecting
to

discussion,

many of those

important though mysterious

Truths, which are best collected from the express t es timony
~)

of Sacred Scripture, and can b e apprehended only through
the illuminating Influences of the Holy Spirit; yet she also
b elieves,

that changes in times and uutward circumstances,

both in th e Christian Church at large, and iu any particular
D enomination of it, may call for that ex press avowal and
communication of oentiment, r es pec tillp; such Trulhs,

which

at past seasons might have bee n superfluous.
A 2
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That a tim e is arriv ed wh en sllch an avo\\"al may see m
called for, appenrs io b e evinced by the tenour of much
III

inisterial labol1l' amo ng us, both oral and epistolary.

The

ve ry comprehensive aud sa ti sfactory illustrat ioll of d od!'inal
Truth, furni shed in the work entitle(\ "Essay s on Cllri , ti:!! li! ),
by J. J. GnrIlPY," mi ght in!l epd entirely S up c rse d ~· t h e occasion of th e ensuin g L ectures and Obse rvatio ns, di ll not th e
reason obtain in fuvour of them, which appears in Ihe l )reCac cth at of presenting the same Truths in a so me what d iffl'rent
mod e, or of conveying th em in a more limit(·d llI lt! leos learn ed
form to the generality of read ers ; es pecially as th e great er
part of what is h r re offered, was written previ ously to the
Author's acquaintance with that work.

In addition to the preceding remarks th e Editor may
obs erVP , that though most of th e Chapters or L ectures h ad
carefully revised

bce ll

by the Au, thor, y et som e

of th em

left at her d ecease, ill a less fini shed stat e th an h er
were
subSequent revision might hav e rendf' red th c>m; and this
." um stance has occasion ed consid e rabl e d elay in putting
cllc
the work to the pres5. It is now prescllted to th e R eader
an apprehension, that it will aflord an agreeable, and
und er
. mallY respects a cl ear illustration of doctrin es, whi c h
III

t Ile

.
III

'

Author es timat ed as th e
th e Holy Scriptures.

Prillciples of Truth, revealed
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PRELIMIN AR Y

ADDRESS

TO

YOUNG

PERSONS.

-BELOVED FRIENDS!

In tUl:ning my views towards a rISlOg generation, in which description I include all who
have not attained to middle age, and feeling a
renewal of that cordial interest in their high est
well-being, which has been often peculiarly awakened on behalf of a wide circle with whom I
have been personally acquainted, I believe myself
warranted to address the present salutation to a
still wider range of the same cl~ss, and to solicit
their attention to those sentiments and subjects
which, from time to time, have been impressed
on my mind; not, I apprehend, for my own sake
only, but for the especial purpose of extending
B
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or confirming their important influence through
t~e

present medium.
I am duly aware of the great diversity as

to states, stations, and circumstances, which are
comlJi'ehended under this division of our Society,
as also in reference to endowments natural and
spiritual.

Some among them, of whose progress

from infancy to maturity I have been an interested witness; have themselves become heads of
families; yet are they not less truly among the
appropriate objects of that religious solicitude,
which bas been often revived in my heart for their
growth

«

in grace, and in the saving knowledge

of our Lord and Saviol11' Jesus Christ."
I have a consoling hope, that among this
number, not a very few of both sexes may be
ranked with those of whom the Apostle John
observed, that he

«

wrote unto them not because

thoy knew not the truth, but because they knew it;

and that no lie is of the Truth."

To such as

these, by whom the word of exhortation is willingly rcceived, I am induced to believe the
prcsent volume will not be unacceptable; either
as containing caution, counsel, and encourag'ement

11
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of a practical influence, or as embracing

COID-

prehcnsi ve vievvos of Gospel Truths, more peculiarly
of a doctrinal character.

To such readers the

Author would suggest how important and desirable may be their instrumentality, in promoting
the objects of these labours of love, by introducing into their social circles, especially when
enlarged by the company of other young people..
°

the perusal of a Lecture or a Chapter designed
to convey ' impressive information, to the inexperienced yet seriously disposed and enquiring
mind; and that in a form which she hopes is
alike calculated to preclude the labour .of argumentative investigation, and the unsanctifying
tendency of familiar discussion.
The writer believes that He who declared to his
disciples: « Where two or three are gathered
together in my Name, there am I in :the. midst
of them;" will not be wanting to extend a
portion of his blessing to any number, whether
few or many, who are collectively engaged in
promotillg the knowledge of his Truth, though
conveyed through channels inferior to those who
denominated themselves (( earthen vessels:" for
B

2
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bis power though secret in its operation,

IS

as

efficient as ever, in converting the water into
wine, if th e vessels preparell to contain it are
filled according' to his purpose and command.
,Yithout the communication of his livino'
b
the purest

~lements

virtue~

of human instruction, com-

parable .fo elementary water, would remain like
water still; capable of supplying natural, but
not spiritual wants.
The writer would willingly draw the attention
of that class of readers she is addressing, to the
importance of th eir continually seeking' a growth
in the

ROO'[

of religious knowledge; for if this

be not prop.ortionable, and in some deg'ree antecedent, to an expansion in the b ranches, the latter
will infallibly wither and become fruitless; and
w ill be susceptible of restoration to vitality only

by some IlUmiliating' process, comparable to that
of being eut down even w ith t heir parent stem,
as to the very g'round:

whereas if the root is

suffered and enc oll rag'ed to shoot deeply downward, so as to deri vc its nourishment from the
well-spring of Di vine Life, the plant of the Lord's
right hand pl anting' wiIJ be preserved green and

13
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fruitful in its season; able also to sustain, without
injury; times and disp ensations similar to those
of external drought and heat.
Corresponding with these distinct characters,
will be the difference between speculation and
eX1Jcrience; even among those who may ' have

been equally desirous of entertaining a right
theory.

The Tree of Life and t he Tree of Kn ow-

ledge, orig'inally placed in Para9ise, the former
representing a fountain of soul sllstaini ng blessedness to man in his primeval state- the latter
furnishing' a test of his obedience-are virtually
-accessible to the ransomed race during their
present probationary condition .

The first, which

is described in t he apocalyptic visions as t he Tree
bearing all manner of fruit, whose leaves are for
the healing of the nations, is the true emblem
of Him who is t he imm ediate Author of soul
restoring virtue; cc in wholTl are hid all the treasures of wisdom and know ledg·c."

T he latter

having its growth in the unregenerate nature,
is characterized only by that knowledge which
is held in a state of disobedience, and of alienation
from

«

the law of the Spirit of Life in Christ
B

3
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Jesus;" and therefore is productive of corruption 1
sinJ and death.

-

It is not assumed that the simple, lit~ral
knowledge of that Inspired Record which Divine
Wisdom has committed to a portion of mankind,
is to be consiuered as any part of this forbidden
fruit, unless such literal knowledge is maintained
to the exclusion of that which is spiritual; or is
so perverted by the inventions of men, as to
exemplify something of that mixture of good
and evil which is the distinguishing property of
the Tree of Knowledge.
Hence the letter of Scripture, or the more
literal meaning of its words and phrases, though
not necessarily comprehending essential goodness,
is good in its appointed office, as a medium to
convey spiritual nurture and intelligence under
the illuminating Influence of the Holy SpiritJ
by which it was dictated;

uut if received

independently of this holy InfluenceJ the letter
of Scripture will cease to present the words of
Christ, as He hath declared them to be, even
as

«

spirit and as life.»

It is in this sense that

" the' letter killeth; but the Spirit g iveth life :"

TO YOUNG PERSONS.

Knowledge maintained

15

witl10ut this life, may

prove to be that food which nourishes the evil
propensities of fallen

nature, fitting the mind

for nothing higher than a participation of those
things which will perish with the using; and
leaving it destitute of that which only can sustain
and satisfy an immortal spirit.
What have been just described are not the
only dangers which may be incident to every
class of disciples.

To a class of a more numerous

and diversified character than has been already
addressed, dangers and temptations are manifold
and multiform; yet merciful preservation from
them may be witnessed, by all who having tasted
that the Lord is '-'
2:racious, arc eno'ao'cd
to come
b b
unto Him, as unto that «Living Stone, disallowed
indeed of men but chosen of God and precious;

H

to Him who has been revealed in their soul as
the Way, t he Truth, and the Life-the only sure
Foundation of reconciliation and acceptance with
the Father. . Being not only iustructed where
to seek and wait for his appearance, b ut quick ened by t his good ''Yord of Life) may such desire
to be continually fed with th e sincere milk of
B

/
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that pure Word, both as immediately and instrumentally administered, that they may grow there ~
by; and may they be no further solicitous for
stronger meat, than as it is afforded them according to the appointment of Him, who "feeds his
flock like a shepherd; gathering the lambs with
his arm . and carrying them in his bosom, and
gently leading" along those in whose hearts are
raised living,

though feeble desires after the

knowledge of Him and his Truth.
To such a state as this, doctrinal infoqnation
may not be thought food most convenient; yet
seeing such is copiously mingled with practical
precep~,

and with historical and miraculous fact

by the sacred writers, it is presumed that it may
be administered also "through inferior instrumentality, in such selected portions as will be found,
on attentive comparison, entirely harmonious with
the undivided testimony of Sacred Scripture;
and that these {( Meditations"

n~ay,

therefore,

be found to promote in some degree) that health
and strength of the spiritual understanding,
which it is certainly designed we should acquire
from the knowledge of revealed truths.

TO YOUNG
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Those who have received these truths 'on the
authority of inspired witn esses and c<?mmissioned
teachers, in the simplicity of a rightly prepared
heart, that good ground in which the Seed of
the kingdom takes deep root and becomes fruitful,
may be compared to the human frame in a state
of perfect organization; through which the vital
principle may freely

fl.ow~

and all the functions

of the animal economy be properly performed ; wllilst an ignorance of such important truths
and facts as it hath pleased Divine "'VVisdom to
impart by instrumental means, or a partial.,. erroneous~ and distorted apprehension of them~ resembles the enfeebled and unh ealthful state of a
deformed body; in which the

operations of

animal life lllllst be much obstructed; and which
is incapable of maintaining the vigour t hat would
be necessary to its full usefulness, though it is
admitted~ that a vital principle may subsist and
circulate therein after a less perfect manner.
Thus a form of sound

doctrine~

as well as a

form of sound ' words which is earnestly reCOffin1ended by an apostle~ becomes truly desirable.
But though G ospel views of Gospel truths are

I.
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precious, a · Gospel spirit is yet more so; and
where these are combined in a proportionable
degree, even in youthful disciples, they become
fortified against invitations and examples of Jess
consistent believers, tempting to :( go away" from
Him who, to their spiritual perception, both by
external and internal ma.nifestations, has been
thus revealed as having' the «words of Eternal
Life;" and who, they therefore «believe and
are sure," can be no other than aChrist, the Son
of the Living God."
To be induced to turn from Him in this his
spiritual appearance, has 11appened to many in
a comparatively infantile, as well as in a more
advanced stage, who are far from designing to
renounce his authority, or to .cease to be his true
disciples; but they appear to prefer, and accordingly to obtain, a more distant station from their
blessed Teacher, than that to which they have
been primarily invited, by their birth-right in
a Society whic11 bas been raised up in an especial
manner, to manifest and testify the reality of his
immediate presence, power, and g'overnment
the soul.

III

l_ _
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It is indeed a consolatory trutb which was
uttered by the Gracious Master, to tho~e of his'
disciples who told Him they had forbidden one
who followed not with them, when Jesus said:
"Forbid him not; for he that is not against us
is for us." Yet if on hearing this encouragement
on behalf of these more remote followers, those
disciples had chosen to decline the post to which
they had themselves been peculiarly

appointed~

would they have been privileged to see and to hear~
those things which many prophets and righteous
persons bad in vain desired to see and to bear!
Or had they ceased to be the intimate companions
of his most tribulated path, would they have been
likely to partake in an equal degree of that distinguished glory, which was promised to such
as continued with Him in his temptations!
In like manner, however diversified may be the
work assigned to us, an incalculable loss will be
incurred by those, who, in their confidence of
natural wisdom, reject their proper place amongst
the numerous vessels that may be needed for different purposes.

Not only may the gracious

designs of the Divine Muster be thus frustrated

_

_
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toward others; but their own sphere of usefulness
may be thus abridg'ed,
ingly degradp.d from

«

and themselves accord-

vessels unto honour," that is

of especial service, for the Master's use) to «vessels
unto dishonour;" that is of contracted and
inferior importan ce in his ' sight; should He even
condescen d to retain tliem iil any part of his
spiritual family.
The diversity of religious

professions now

subsisting in the world, though not constituting
even a presumptive proof of equality in . the
excellence of their respective principles, may be
considered as a nat ural result of the state of the
Christian Church) as being yet in a wilderness
travel, and having been subjected to various
interruptions, in its progress from the deepest
darkness and captivity, towards the;; restoration
to that light and liberty which distinguished its
first establishment; and which in the final re-unio n
of all its living members, however at present
separated and disting'uislled from each other, will
again shine forth) and enlarge its borders in more
than pristine splendour and extension.

I
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But while that diversified state of the Church
exhibits unquestionable evidences, that He who
is the God and Father of all the families of the
earth, continues to sanction his true children
under' every denomination, by enabling them to
produce fruits unto

holine~s;

and, in many instan-

ces, to become instrumental in turning

others

from darknesdo light; so this diversity may be
rendered,

under

His g'facious sup,e rintendence,

subservient to variolls purposes of his Wisdom
and Goodness, It remains however to be a point
of true wisdom for those who are seeking; aHim
of whom Moses in the law, and the prophets did
write," to weigh the motives which may influence
their conduct, as in the balance of the sanctuary;
in order that, in changing from one profession
to another, they may find good ground to believe
th ey shall experience an ascending, instead of
descending the ladder which, in a spiritual sense,
stiH reaches from earth to heaven ; and which
none can truly ascend, but as they are conducted
by Him who came down from heaven.
There is another class among our y outh whom
the Author would

_

willingly invite to become

22
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readers of the following pages, particularly of
the Lectures; though she is not ignorant of the
difficulty of meeting the litel'ary taste of such,
on subjects not calculated to attract theit inclination. Yet if of a studious disposition she
persuades. herself they might not deem it loss of
time to survey these subjects, through the medium
by which they are here presented. But what
can be said effectually to extend their influence
over' those whose spiritual ears remain stopped
to the voice of the true charmer; and whose
spiritual eyes continue so blinded by the god of
tllis world, as not to behold Him of whom it
is said,

«

sweet is, thy voice, and tby counte-

nance is comely?" Surely nothing is avail~ble
unless He who miraculously opened the ears
and .eyes of the naturally blind and deaf, should
be pleased to extend a measure of his efficacious
power, in opening the eyes and ears of the spirit~
ually blind and deaf, to behold and to receive the
wonderous things of his law.

Then will even

such as these perceive, that their former apprehensions of Him, whom they are now favoured
to know as

<c

the chiefest of ten thousand," had

23
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been no less erroneous than the apprehensions
of the infatuated Jews) who, when they saw Him
in his humiliating appearance on earth, did not
desire Him; considering "his visag'e was marred
more than any man, and his form more than the
sons of men;" a description which was indeed
verified respecting Him by those who scourged
and crucified the Lord of glory.
But as Christ rose from the dead, and ascended
into heaven, where He sitteth

(C

on the right hand

of the Majesty on high," and from whence He
shall come to judge the quick and the dead; and
as « He ever liveth to make intercession for us; "
so will He .also arise in the hearts of those who
are willing to open the door unto Him; and will
Cause them to know that He is indeed
rection
though
should
believe

«

the resur-

and the life;" in whom those who believe,
they were even dead in trespasses and sinsJ
be made alive; and those who live and
in Him through this experience of the

power of his resurrection, shall never die the
second spiritual death.

It is therefore to such. as are

In

any degree

made sensible of their state of alienation from

...

.-

- _. .-
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this savIng knowledge, that the writer would
thankfully hold forth, if S9 embled, a hand of
help; if only by persuading them that there are
treasu-res yet to be unfolded to their view-truths
of the deepest interest and most consolatory influence, which, though hitherto ul).known to them,
will 'assuredly repay the most ea.rnest pursQit and
highest cost, which the possession of them may
reqliire: yea such are the boundless love and
mercy which offer them to our acceptance, that
their purchase, to which we are graciously
invited, is declared t o be-{{ without money and
without price.!"

IN'l'RODUCTORY REMARKS.

I T is fully admitted by the Writer of the following
pages, that sources of information and channels of
appropriate instruction, already open to the youth
of our Society, are numerous and

valuable-that

opportuniLies and encouragements to avail themselves
of such aids are abundantly afforded; especially
that to which their religious profession peculiarly
directs the11l- of embracing th.e high privilege of
I

iildiviclual application to Him who is the Fountain
of wisdom and strength, as the immediate Teacher
of his people; together with the devout perusal of the
Holy Scriptures, which so eminently testify of Him.
In the ellumeration of these general advantages,

may be especially included, that important means of
religious instruction so earnestly enjoined on the
members of tbis Society-the bringing up of children
in the Jlurture and admonition of the Lord, by pious
example and precept-and their carly introduction
c
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to a constant attendance on the duty of public worship;
when in conjunction wiih believing- brethren, they
may be exercised in waiting upon the Lord, and
at seasons in h earing the testimonies of Truth, both
doctrinal and practical, declared in a measure of
its own Divine authority.

Yet it is apprehended

that a loss may have been sustained, by some classes
among the youth, for want of the more frequent
impression of doctrinal truth, as exhibited by concentrated views of Scripture testimony; whether as
held in common by other Christian professors, or
in some instances distinguished from them.

It has been observed by a late pious individual,
that the religion of Friends is "a religion of feeling- ."
-Surely it is not less truly a religion of faith; and
that supported by sound principle, both doctrinal and
practical.

Is it not alone from the union of these

essential characteristics, as equally the products of that
grace and truth which came by Jesus Christ, that
religion can derive consistence and stability? Without
this union our religious profession might resemble a
tree, which if not destitute of its vital property, would
be defective in its roots or deficient in its branches,
not capable of bringing forth fruit to l)effection. ,

It may

indeed

be justly

observed,

that - sucb

sound principles, with all their specific res ults, both

1 N TIlODUCTOIl Y
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practical, are contemplated in t.heir

best connexion, as stated in the Holy Scriptures; yet
it must be also acknowledge.d, t.hat from a prtrtial
combination of religious subjects, or an inadequate
apprehension of t.he sense of Scripture testimony concerning them, many contradictory conclusions may
be drawn.

Hence arises the expediency of such

comprehensive, as well as particular views on these
subjects, as will stand the test of purely 's criptural
investigation.
Doctrinal truths as developed by some of our early
writers, may be found to bear their full proportion
of correctness and extent, with the present advanced
state of religious knowledge in society at largc.* The
diffusion of such knowledge among the generality of
Christian professors, and its conformity with Scripture
testimony, is indeed much more apparent now than
at many former p eriods.

This has been effected prin-

cipally by the writings of individuals, not of our
profession, highly cnuowed, who, it may b e reasonably
presumed, are no strangers to those Influences of tIle

"' These obscrvations apply chiefly to subjccts of a mysterious or
deeply spiritual character. The sphere of biblical knowledge in many
othcr instances, h us been con fessedly much more c.xtcnueU by writers of
othcr religious denominations, thun by thosc of thc Society of Friends.

c
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Holy Spirit, by which alone the heart can be purified,
and ' the under&tanding illuminated, for the discernment
and reception of the T.ruth as it is in Jesus.
These writings are read with avidity by many of
those among our young members, who have time and
taste, and perhaps talents also, for literary composition, joined with a 'preference for things excellent;
especially when thus recommendcd to their notice •
.And when perused in conjunction with their more
experienced Christian friends, or under that discriminating judgment which religious experience only can
confer, such writings may be productive of much
advantage; but as the generality of these writings
contain some sentiments, and enforce some practices,
which, however lawfully espoused by their respective
advocates, are at variance with the purer doctrines
which they exhibit, anci with those which we consider
ourselves called upon ' to maintain;

so do

such

writings fail to hold up that consistent standard of
spiritual attainment, which we believe to have been
elevated in the view and in the experience of many in
our Society, as that whereunto we are all invited to
repair, and which we are required to support.
It must be acknowledged that true faith, which
may be defined to be the efficacious reception of the

INTRODUCTORY
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pure Trutb, stands not in the wisdom of man, but

1Il

the power of God; and cannot therefore be certainly
conveyed or brought into exercise, by the most correct
representation of its legitimate subjects; l1?t even that
by which they are so eminently display ed in the
Sacre9 ""Vritings;

which are rendered effectual to

their highest purposes, only by the enlightening and
quickenillg' Influences of

that Holy

Spirit from

whence they proceeded .

In a subordinate d egree every correct delineation
of pure principles, deduced frol11 a course of harmonious

and

progressive

experience,

supported

by

scriptural authority, and elucidated by right reason,
h as been known to prove the sanctified medium of
spiritual ~ntelligcllcc and practical impression.

A familiar

chanllel of appropriate

instruction,

adapted to the frequent, habitual course of youthful readers, has often appeared to the writer to be desirable;
and the subj ect having been connected, in her mind,
with a lively interes t in the spiritual advancement of
such readers, she is induced to adopt a mode of
communication, which she apprehends the most likely
to facilitate this obj ect, by encouraging the practice
of serious social realling.
c
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The different classes of subjects treated

011

in the

following pages, arc respectively included under the
titles of "OnSER v ATIONS" and" LECTURES,"

Those

of the first class are considered to be such as may be
compreh~nded by the natural understanding; those

of the second as more peculiarly adapted 1.0 the
reception of the spiritual faculties .

The latter being

wholly op scriptural passages, are especially designed
to constitute distinct portions, for serious reading,
calculated for each portion to be begun and finished
at one sitting; and are therefore denominated "LEC~
Aware however that the term Lecture may
appear objectionable from its novelty, the writer wishes
TUllES."

to explain the signification in which it is here applied;
viz. a compendium of instruction on any specific
subject, whether in natural or religious science, addressed to a collected auditory; which, in the present
instance, is supposed to consist of a llrivate or family
circle.
Appropriate opportunities for reading, both solitary
and social, may be foulld by most persons, at least
on the first day of the week; and especially in places
where the time of the second meeting leaves a long
evening; or where the distance of members from each
other admits not of more than one opportunity ill the

day for the exercise of l)ublic worship.
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The writer having been one of those so situated,
takes occasion to recommend a practice, not unusual
indeed with many others, which she desires humbly
to acknowledge has been graciously owned in her .
experience, by a sense of Divine favour ;-that of
reading to collected individuals, such portions of the
writings of Friends, as have appeared to be calculated
to open the spiritual understanding, particularly those
of Isaac

Penington, previonsly to the perusal of

the Sacred Scriptures; and concluding the opportunity with a solemn pause.

And having met with

instructive passages, on particular subjects,

1Il

the

writings of studious and pious authors, not of our
Society, she has occasionally int.roduced certain parts
of them with IJrofltable effect; thus presenting the
same truths under a somewhat different aspect.

It will be generally acknowledged by those who
are convcrsant with literary productions of a serious
description, that much u seful infonuation and pious
impression may thus b e derived from such sources,
while an indiscriminate acquaintance with them, before
some maturity of spiritual understanuing is attained,
has

an evident tendcncy to produce a

mixed influence,

unfavourable to that radical sepa ration between truth
and error, which it has becn so l)Ccul iarly the obj cct
of our religious l)rofcssion to establish a.nd enforce.
c

4
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The practice of such indiscriminate reading', has
become confessedly too prevalent among- some classes
of our young- people; but is not the cause to be partly
sought in the want of more ample and unexceptionable
materials, on which to employ the activity, amI concentrate the attention of the youthful mind; and which
might b e calculated to meet its legitimate desire after
progressive knowledge, on subjects that come properly
within its cognizance, by what may, in a subordinate
sense, be termed, "food convenient for it."

Such

preparatory food is hereby intended as may be likely
to excite and not to suppress or to supply that true
Imnger and thirst after spiritual sustenance, which
can only be fully satisfied by the bread and the
watel' of Life.
It is accordingly part of the plan of this W ol'k,

to point out authors who may be properly consulted
for information on scriptuml subjects, recourse to some
of whom has been already recommended on valuable
authority; particularly all that of the
Lindley Murray.

venerated

MallY such helps, as well as those

derived from a knowledge of the ancient languages,
and from unprejudiced views of Ecclesiastical History,
might be advantageously emlJloyed by the
student.

serious

Y et if h e be on e, w bose prima.ry object is,

to he made "wise unto salvation," let him cOllsider
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all these human aids as subordinate and secondary;

Hot as sufficient cOIHhlcLors ill the attainment of tha.t
knowledge, which is "Life Eternal."
Some of the writin o-s extant in our own Society,

'"

Hlay be ju stly regarded as instrumental to this higher
elld, inasmuch as ' they arc th e fruits of progrcssive
experience in the Christian School.

For want of a

more frequent recurrence to the sound principles exhibited in these, it is not unusual to find some of our
young persons, arranging· themselves under those different distinctions of doctrinal profession, which are to
be found in most other religious communities, not being
sufficiently impressed with those specific views, to
which our predecessors were conducted by humble
dependence on the teachings of that Spirit, which alone
can rightly open the understanding into the mysteries
of godliness.

A measure of this Spirit is promised,

and ~till graciously imparted, to the children of the
new covenant dispensation; not only to enable them
to receive, but in some instances to qualify them to
communicate to others, w hat they hlwc known of the
good " ·Word of Life."

It has b een already observed, that the most rightly
aut.horised declarations of the Truth, Willllot infallibly
impart the saving· knowledge of it ; yet may they in
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a very important degree conduce to that end, if only
by guarding the avenues of the mind against the Ieady
admittance of those erroneous suggestions, which are
so industriously disseminated by some of the many
teachers that are in the world .
It is also acknowledged that what Ielates to our
distinguishing tenets, as well as to many of the principles and doctrines which we hold in common ,yith
other Christians, are instructively set fOIth by many
of our oarly and later writers, ill a manner which
entitles them to the serious attention of our youth.
The present attempt to rellew amI enerease their
interest in such subjects, is not therefore intended as
a substitute for what has been already written; but
to encourage an acquaintance with fonn er writers,
whilst the Author believes that many

ofthos~

subjects,

though not new, will be found presented in a somewhat
different point of view, or treated on ill a more detailed
and comprehensive mallner, than that in which they
arc fIequently exhibited.
This wOIk is designed for those who arc arrived
at some maturity of natural understanding, and '" ho,
it may be presumed, are not only susceptible of desires
after the knowledge of the Truth, but arc impressed
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with the importance of being more perfectly "instructeu
in the way of the Lord."
The writer is sensible that she possesses no qualification to become an effectual instructor of slIch, except
s9 far as her communications may be accompanied by
a measure of that Influence, which IHoceeds from the
Giver of" every good and perfect gift."

But believing

her sincere though humble endeavours toward the
promotion of this object, to be a debt of love due from
her to the younger -part of tlle pl'esent generation, she
desires reverently to commit the result of them to Him

,

whose blessing only can render them productive of
salutary fruit.

It only remains to add that these "Introductory

Remarks," were committed to paper before the publication of J. J. Gurney's "Essays on the Evidences
and Doctrines of Christianity," or the work on the
"Doctrines of Friends," by Elisha Bates; and that
nearly all the Lectures, wiih the whole of the doctrines
contained in them, had assumed their present fOl'nl
previously to the Author's acquaintance with either
of those pUblications.
The similarity of views delineated in the £011

•

OWlnO'

pages, with those so ably advocated by J J G
b
. . urney;

\
\

.I
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and so judiciously collected and maintained by E.
Bates, might perhaps be alleged as superseding all
occasion

for the present essay.

But as the effect

of harmonious testimony in whatever IJroportion contributed, may be corr~borative of right impression
on the; youthful mimI, the writer of this
does not feel excused from

casting her

volume

mite into

a treasury, which however variously supplied, is
equally de(licated to the service of Truth.

OBSERVATIONS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

ON TRUTH
IN THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SENSE OF THE

___ U

TER~r.

But w hat is Tl'uth 1

'Twas Pila te's quest ion IJut to TR.UTH itself."

The epithet of Truth as applied to subjects
human and Divine, implies the ahsence of all
error, delusion, or deception; and therefore cannot essentially appertain but to that Being of
whom it is declared, that He is Light, and that
in Him is no darkness at all.
As «there is none goood </< but one, that is God"
-none else to whom belongs the character of
Essential Goodness, so neither can the character
of Essenti~l Truth belong to any Being but to Him,

" If it be suggested that the blessed Jesus disclaimed the
epithet of good when aPIllied to Himself, b y the young lawyer,

-
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and to his perfect image
who declared Himself to be
and the Life."

(f.
C(

and manifestation;
the Way, the Truth,

Whatsoever proceeds immediately from this
Divine Source, unaccompanied as it must be by
any mixture of error or imperfection, may be
considered an emanation of the Holy Spirit;
called emphatically, the Spirit of Truth proceecling from the Father and the Son, and may therefore also be distinguished by the same essential
- characters, for «These Three are One." t

it may be justly observed, that by his question, "Why callest
thou Me good? there is none good hut One," He thought fit
to llut the young man upon considering the ground on which
he had used the appellation; an(l which very probably was
common in tha~ day as it is in this, in order to endeavour by an
acceptable title, to conciliate the good will of those of whom
we ask a favour or kindness. At least it may he confidently
admitted, that He who knows the hearts of all men, for "He knew
what was in man," had a sufficient reason for thus interrogating
that young man, without admitting so unfounded a supposition
as that of Christ having no right to the distinction.

* "The express image of His person." The word person
being substituted for substance in the common translation, is
an acknowledged error by those who are COllversant with the
original Greek.
+ "These Three are One." This text, which is considcrc(\ by
somc as of dubious authority, is not here inlroduced as anticipating
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"Vhen such emanations and revelations of the
Holy Spirit, are given forth throug'h chosen and
sanctified instruments, whether con~erniI1g' facts,
duties, or doctrines, although the spiritual influence accompanying them may be rightly denominated an operation of esscntial Truth; yet the
communication of such facts, duties) or doctrines,
being limited by the finite nature of the channels
through which they pass, they may more properly
obtain the epithet of imparted truths than that
of Essential Truth. And this Divine Truth, and
those truths spiritually revealed, and spiritually
discerned, whether in an immediate or instrumental manner, appear to be the only appropriate
objects of true faith. The merely rational belief
of even the most momentous truths, is very distinguishable from the saving reception of them;
for as the nature of such rational belief, as well
as the objects of it are cognizable by the rational
faculties, and are received on the evidence of

any view that may be exhibited in this work respecting what is
called the Trinity ; bnt as fitly expressing an obvious truth in
the present instance, viz. that whatsoever is affirmed in Scripture
of th e essential attributes of th e Supreme Being, is also affirmed
of the blessed J esus all(i of the Holy Spirit. It is asserted" That
ill Him [Jesus) dwelt all the flllness of the Godhead bodily." And
He declared: "I aud my Falher are oue."
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outward testimony, so the nature of living faith
and the objects of it proceed from an inward
revelation, that is, a spiritual perception of their
truth; ~eing tru~y cognizable only by the spiritual senses, and received on that evidence, which
whether immediately or mediately conveyed to
the soul, is emphatically called in Scripture: «The
evidence oflhings not seen." Thus these important subjects and momentous truths, may admit
of the same rational credit, which is due to every
well-authenticated record or unquestionable tes-:
timony; which latter may be called natural or
historical faith: for those Divine emanations may
also be received on the efficacious principle of
living faith, whicb is scripturally denominated
"The faith of the operation of God;" it being
spiritually discerned through the medium of its
own Divine Light.
Pure Truth then, as has been stated, is an
emanation of the Deity, and must accordingly
partake of the Divine nature and essence of its
Author; as must also every production and
offspring of it. Thus Truth can never be separated from Essential Goodness; nothing can be
justly cntitled to the character of the first, which
does not also bear the impress of the second,
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when contemplated through its Own appropriate
medium, divested of those extraneous appendages,
and separated from that distorting mist, which
is often interposed or cast over it by the veil
of prej udice.
This criterion of Truth deserves to be considered by those who receive for doctrine, such
partial conclusions concerning fundamental Gospel truths, as would rob tIle just and holy Deity
of some of his essential attributes; thus endeavouring to exalt his wisdom and power, to the exclusion of his justice and mercy. It is true that in
our present state «we see through a glass darkly."
On many important subjects our view5 must be
circumscribed, and our conceptions inadequate;
yet we see and know enough on the testimopy
of Holy Scripture, and even by the testimony of
that law which is written in the heart, although
obscured from superficial observation by the
various inscriptions of an enemy's 'hand, to warrant
a belief that God is holy, just, and true; righteous
in all his ways, and holy in all his works ;-that
{(justice and judgment are the habitatio n of his
th ron e ; "-that mercy and peace go before his
face :- so that though there are expressions in
Scripture denoting his severity, it is assuredly never
D
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exerted but in strict conjunction and consistency
with all his glorious attributes.

\

\

I

Truth is an authoritative teacher, that establishes itself in the soul, not by what may appear
as a preponderance of argument, which is liable to
deception if not weighed in the balance of the
sanctuary, but by virtue of its own appropriate,
efficacious impression on the mind that is prepared to receive it. Truth, as an essential attribute ofthe Deity, must ever partake of the Divine
nature. A correspondent sense and perception
oftllat nature, which includes the love of it, must
ever constitute the real capacity for its efficacious
reception; even as light can be perceived only
by the organs of sight, and can be grateful to
those organs only in proportion as they are free
from disease, and gradually exercised to admit
its penetrating yet delightful beams.
The blind or partially diseased may be pierced
by its vital rays; in which also is healing virtue
to those who refuse not to admit their salutary
though searclling operation. But the organ
that is made truly willing to admit the rays of
Divine Light, must, ere their efficacy can be
experienced, be opened ; and that by an humbling;
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process, in which the 'w ill and wisdom of man is
laid low. The best thoughts of the heart, in the
beginning of this process, may amount to nothing
more than the conviction of our natural blindness,
or of our long-continued infirmity of sight, under
which we shall not be disposed to exercise ourselves in things too high for this our early spiritual
condition. But if, unhappily, we think we are
advanced beyond our real condition, and that we
already clearly see that which, by the spiritual
organ, is only just opening to our view, we may
~asily take ' light for darkness, or darkness for
light-truth for error, and error for truth.
Thus it appears that argument, discussion, and
controversy, are not the right way or the appropriate meanS for the certain discovery aml attainment of spiritual truths. Yet these means rightly
employed, that is under a due sense of our incapacity of ourselves to judge or know anything as
of ourselves, may be useful auxiliaries of truth
against error: they may be advantageously applied
to the sifting, exposing, or confirming of the
declarations which assume to be those of Truth
through the medium of our fellow creatures; and
if they do no more than tend to convince us of
our liability to err, aud thus, humbling human
D
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pride, induce us to repose more implicitly on
Divine guidance and instruction, they will not
be without an important service.

\

\

Discussion also, carried on in a right, that is
in a meek dependent spirit, may enable those
to discriminate between the assumption
pure
Truth and the semblance of it, who are not
of themselves sufficiently experienced or exercised
in divine things to be fully sensible of the
distin cti 0 n .

of

--~
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ON THE NATURE OF MAN.

Section I.
THE COMPI.EX NATURE OF MAN.

Man considered as fallen or unfalIen, 111 his
present state of existence, is a complex being,
consisting of two natures, distinct as to their
respective properties and future destination, yet
intimately united, and reciprocally influencing
each other during their temporary connection.
To define or distinguish between all the properties
or original propensities of each, might be not only
qifficult but impossible; so partial is our knowledge of the essence or elementary principles of
all created substances. But of their comparative
value, of their present and ultimate interests,
and of their final destination, with the qualities
appropriate to each, we are made capa.ble of an
adequate degree of knowledge .
D
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These two distinct natures which eniel: into
the composition of a human being, are denominated soul or spirit, and body; . comprising a
principle of mental intelligence both sensitive
and rational, intimately united for a time with
an organized corporeal machine; each of these natures being endowed with appropriate capacities
or principles, which, however indefinable in their
exact limitations and boundaries during tb:eir
united existence, and in respect to some of their
operations, evince the contrari~ty of their origi~l
and their end: dissolution and corrul)tion being
the natural tendency and usual termination of
the body; and immortality, or a future existence
independent of its corporeal companion, being the
destiny of the soul. Thus the dust will return
to its dust, and the spirit to God who ga,'e it."
He who is the Creator of the body and the soul;
- and of all things visible and invisible, is pleased
to be emphatically denominated, the Father of
Spirits; by which is clearly intimated,. that the
spirit of man in its original state of holmess and
bappiness, was the offspring of God; consequently
of a nature and origin transcendently higher
(C

t han the body.

-- -

----- -
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That the spirit of man was formed in the image
and likeness of the Divine nature, plainly implies
not only a participation of like being in an inferior
degree, but of like blessedness also: that it was an
image, a creaturely transcript or resemblance, of
the Divine perfections. This blessed resemblance
was not however essential to man's being, though
it was and is to his well-being: for we are informed by revelation, that he retained the former,
when he had exting'uished or forfeited the latter.
But it not consisting with the infinite goodness
and mercy of his gracious Creator, to leave him
to the perpetuity of this miserable condition,
an early intimation was afforded him of deliverance from it; and this deliverance in its further
development, appears to be a gradual process of
restoration from all the consequences of his fall,
commencing with that eilecti ve word of promise,
relative to the marveHous conjunction of the
Divine and human natures, in our Lord Jesus
Christ. In this conjunction was also ensured to
man, his restoration to all the privileges conferred
on him at his first creation, together with his
exaltation to a still higher state of glory and
blessedness, than had originally been enjoyed
by him.
D
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Of this ultimate design of the mediatorial
process toward the whole human race, as they
yield to the probationary terms on which it is
suspended, the earnest was mercifully affordecl
to the first transgressors, and securcd to all their
posterity by the immediate communication of
the Seed of a Divine nature.
With respect to man considered as a complex being, it may be observed, that the merely
animal functions in man, as in brutes, are uniform; unless some extraordinary or incidental
impediment arises to the exercise of them:
whereas the principle of sphitual and moral
intelligence is various in its degrees, in indivi- .
duals of the same family and under the same
circumstances, as well as in the times and occasions of its manifestation. The animal functions
therefore may be considerecl as a natural endowment; the latter principle, in whatever degree it
discovers itself, may be deemed a super-added gift
of the Creator, and therfore pure} y Divine. Revelation indeed has established its character, proving its exclusion from the state of the natu1'al
man, till visited by the day-spring from on high
-renewed in thc spirit of his mind by the Light
of Life, or principle of all spiritual life in man,
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which is wholly referable to the process of
redeeming love; and which commenced its operation in that effective word of promise imparted
to our first parents, continuing' it, in some measure, under different dispensations of Divine
wisdom, general or particular, and widely extending its sacred influences, as the purposes of these
dispensations, were ~nd are suffered to receive
their due consummation. This principle therefore may be justly denominated Inspiration, in its
most extensIve sense, being an emanation of the
Divine nature.
That testimonies are abundant 'of hoth ancient
and modern date, from civilized and uncivilized
individuals, to the existence of a principle of
spiritual and moral intelligence in the human
mind, cannot be denied by those who are conversant with historical notices or literary research.
That ihis principle, though fairly presumed to
be, in a greater or less degree, of universal operation, however obscured by its association with
erroneous and corrupt prejudices, is to be accounted natural, or an endowment essential to
the existence of man, appears to be altogether
a mistaken assumption. It cannot therefore be
identified with instinct, or he fitly compared
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with that principle of apparent intelligence and
wonderful effect on the animal creation, otherwise than as being ascribable to the immediate
agency of the Creator.
Man is then a complex being, consisting
of two distinct principles of different natures,
origin, and end. This we learn as well by experience and observation as by the records
.of revelation.
According to the first we are
convinced that the two distinct principles which
constitute bis temporal being, and which we
denominate body and soul, are separable in their
tendencies, the one as we have seen, being subject
to decay, the other exhibiting the strongest
indications of propensities and powers, adapted
to a future existence in happiness or misery.
According to the history of the creation,
afforded us by revelation, we are informed that
the organized body of man was formed of the
dust of the ground ;-and that into this animal
machine was breathed the breath of life, by which
he became a living soul.
it is also declared
that he was made in the image of his blessed
Creator, there is reason to believe that the breath
.of life thus breathed into him, is not expressive

As
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of that mere natural life which he enjoys in
common with other animals of this world) by
breathing the vital air; and which those inferior
animals appear to have been capable of doing
without any such specific act of Divine power;
but that the breath of life denotes the spiritual
breath or wind) that by which man received a
measure of the Divine nature) even an image
or created res!!mblance of his eternity-his
dominion-bis moral and spiritual attributes.
For thel·e is full ground to conclude, that this
. breath of life immediately communicated by the
Almighty) included not only all that was
essential to the existence of a spiritual being)
but all that was conducive to the perfection
and blessedness of tbat being; and which
evidently consisted in the enjoyment of intimate communion with his Maker) and a capacity of deriving from Him an increase of tbis
blessedness) according to the degree in which
he was constituted susceptible of it.
That this condition of progressive perfection
was made liable to forfeiture and frustration,
we are fully informed. And tbat tbe penalty both
natural ancl spiritual, was incurred by Adam's
violation of the probationary terms to which
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he was subjected, may be confidently inferred
by an attentive consideration of Scripture testimony; for though, in the prohibitory condition
imposed by the Almighty on his creature man
as the test of his fidelity and obedience, the
terms appear to be more immediately expressive
of spiritual, than of natural death, viz: In the
day that thou eatest thereof [of the fruit of the
forbidden tree] thou shalt surely die;" yet that
natural death was implied in this sentence, or
at least inflicted as a more r~mote consequence
of the great transgression may be safely concluded; for it is observable that the declaration
of:
Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou
return," was not pronounced to Adam till after
his transgression; and may therefore be numbered among the penalties denounced agairist
him, of which the change in the whole constitution of temporal nature, as well as ip the
physical state of man, formed so prominent a

(
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part.
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Section II.
TilE DIVERSITY OF' CONDITION, TO WHICH MAN BY CRli:j.TION
IS SUBJECT.

"And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground J and hrenthed into
bis nostrils llie brent!} ofHre : a~d man became a living soul. GEN. ii. 7.

The generality of learned writers on this
comprehensive sUQject~ even of those who acknowledge the truths of Divine revelation~
have been apt to consider it with too little reference to that important guidance; and rather
as susceptible of philosophical disquisition than
of certain information . . Some however~ aware of
this inconsistency in the conduct of a believer,
and determining to take their stand on surer
and safer ground, appear to be in danger of
passing it over too superficially, by treating the
Scriptural account as so very brief and inconclusive~ that it is designed rather to check than
to enocurage the most modest enquiry after
Truth.
But to those who desire t~ be preserved within t he limits of sincere dependence on the revelations Divinely afforde,d, appealing to experience
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and observation only as collateral or subordinate
evidences of the same truth, it may be safely
asserted, that tIle Scriptures are their own best
interpreter in those cases wherein the obligations of duty, are not enforced by a still superior
Instructor; who alone can open them to us, as
He did to the two disciples formerly, so that
we may understand their utmost import or most
important design; and to such individuals as
these, reason rectified by Divine illumination, or
in other words, brought into captivity to the
obedience of Christ, may become 'a sanctified
auxiliary, in such a comparison of Scripture
passages, as tends to the elucidation of their
subjects.
According to the united testimony of these
witnesses, it is evident that man, whether considered as unfallen or fallen, appears to be a
being of a complex nature at the commencement, and during the progress of his temporal
existence: a natme consisting of two principles, so far as we are able to trace. them, distinct
in their origin, properties, and final results.
These we denominate body and spirit, without
attempting to search for the primeval source
of the former, beyond that act of creative power
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by which man was «formed of the dust of the
ground."
When it is added that the Creator breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life> or as the
orginal is said to import> the breath of lives>
we are warranted in concluding, whether the
life which man has in common with the animals
of this world> or even that higher degree
of intelligence which he posseses above them>
was thus imparted> br not; that the communication of' a spiritual life, the life of the
Divine nature and image of his Creator> was
eminently included in that expression: for thence
« man became a living soul/' a soul possessing the
blessing of Eternal Life.
Though the natural life of anima~s is frequently in Scripture stiled the soul> yet this life
we find to have been imparted to them without
any specific act of creative power. Thus also
.it is witll the human infant; and thus also may
be> and apparently is the gradual developement of his intellectual faculties, without
any renewed creation: yet the communication of a spiritual principle> however impercep_
tible in its first introduction, must he justly
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considered as wholly separable from the constitution of man) because it is painfully obvious)
that it is capable of such separation or expulsion. Thus saith the apostle: cc We know that
no murderer hath Eternal Life abiding in him."
. Eternal Life we may observe) in various parts
of Scripture) signifies eternal blessedness; for
that futUl~e existence which is predicated of the
wicked is never denominated life) or Life Eternal;
so that the principle of Divine Life which was
evidently conferred on Adam in his first creation)
was that image or transcript of the Divine nature
which comprehends eternity) moral perfection,
and holy dominion.
But though thus bountifully bestowed on Adam) it appears to have been
a probationary trust, not unconditionally secured
to man; and was accordingly forfeited by his
breach of the condition~l t:rms) on whic~ only
it could have been mamtamed) the fidelIty of
Jove and obcdience to his bountiful Creator.
But tIlis principle of Divine Life and spiritual
naturc) bestowed in such a deg-ree of ascendency
on our first parents) is communicated to their
posterity in the form of a seed; and such a
one as may be termed the smallest in the still
variously adorned garden of the human mind ;-
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too often inconspicuous among tbose which
are generally more sedulously cultivated-and in
its growth · and productions, being dependent on
the visit.ations of Divine sllccessive influences
received and not rejected; wbetbe~ first bestowed in the way of holy discipline or attractive
love. Neither is it enough tbat such celestial
favours should be only passively received, when
such measures of power from on high are vouchsafed to the creature, as may be sufficient to
enable it both to will and to do according to
the Lord's good pleasure.
However smail may be the importance attached to the plurality of the noun «Jives," toward
tbe establishment of any point of doctrine, the
term « breath of lives," may not unfitly serve to
convey an idea of that plurality of lives or natures,
which evidently appears to have been conferred on
man at his first creation; and which may be distinguished by the epithets of his animal, his intelJectual, and his spiritual life in close connexion with
each other; in the united participation of each
of which he was originally formed or endowed.
Howeyer difficult it may be to assign to each
of these principles or natures its prec.ise boundary,
E
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with the due distributi~n of respective properties
a"lld faculties, we may define t.h e first to be that
life of the body, which, in many obvious respects,
man receives in common with the inferior animals
of this world, he being derived from the same origin, the earth he was to inhabit; and, as to his
animal frame, tencling to the same end, that of
destruction or dissolution; unless by a furth er
extension of Divine power,. as we may suppose
in the cases of Enoch and Elijah, it should be
transformed and fitted for a higher state without
being previously subjected to death.
The second may be denominated man's intellectual life, comprehending all those faculties
both rational and se nsitive which are of a mental
description, and which he enjoys in a degree
much surpassing that of the faculties bestowed
on the lower order of creatures, or clearly distinguished from theirs, and forming a principal cha-racteristic of th e human speci es; being essential
to manhood, whether in a state of exaltation
fr om the influence of a still higher principle,
or .of degTadation from the effects of one that
IS

debasing.

Tbe third life in which man was created,
and of wh ich he is still susceptible, is his spiritual
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life communicated to him at his first creation,
in a state of progTessive perfection; but to
Adam's posterity only in a seminal or embriotie
state: capable nevertheless of progressive restoration to its original excellence and perfection,
and even of attaining a standard in the Divine
appointment, (rom which there will be no
falling any more. '"
Hence it is evident that' man, as he is considered in an unfallen, or is viewed in a fallen
state, is a being of qualifications and endowments,
that are very different, and still more widely so, if
his state of highest perfection either original or
attainable, is contuasted with the lowest state in
which he may retain his character as man, while
in the body, or with that condition for which he
may mise~'ably exchange it after death, if he turn
his « glory into shame," by voluntarily persisting
in a violation of the terms, according to which
the gift of spiritual life and blessedness' may be
consummated in him .

... " Him that overcomelh will I make a pillar in the temple of

my God; and he shall go no more out."
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The form~tion even of man's body displays,
indeed, a superiority of construction to that
observable in the highest order of the brute
creation; it being designed during his residence
in this world, for nobl'er pur,poses and offices
than any of those assigned ,to th em: and hence
a style is adopted in the sacred history, in the
creation of man, different froIll that employed
in calling other animals into being. Yet Home
of the properties of this admirable machine,
similar to those of inferior animals, particularly the sensual, in man, appear to be possessed
in an inferior degree of acuteness to that enjoyed
by other animals, which indicates that this is not
the seat or scene of his most dignified existence.
If sometlling of a correspondent affinity should

be observable between the sensitive properties in
man, and those discovered by the inferior animals,
it does not fully demonstrate them to be derived from his merely animal or perishing nature:
such as love, fear, gratitude, desire, aversion, &c.
all which, though they may be exercised toward
created beings and mundane objects, are capable
also of the strongest excitement and atttaction,
toward such objects as appear beyond the capacities of inferior creatures to apprehend . For

---
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even if the breath of life, or living feeling and
partially intelligent prin cipl e imparted to them,
may be as little resolvable into any combination of
matter or motion, as ,many writers have endeavoured to prove are the like qualities implanted in
man, it determines nothing respecting a futur e condition in the life of those animals, in whom they
appear to be excitable only by obj ects that have
a relation to the present state of being.
The principle indeed which chiefly characterizes the superiority of man, above all other animals
of the creation, is t he direction of his highest
powers to subjects tra nscending those which are
cognizable by the senses, an d whi ch principle
appears to be accompan ied by some mental sense
or apprehension, of his being accountable to some
unkriown power wbom it is his interest to propitiate. Of such a principle and its accompaniment,
it is certain no vestige is discoverable among the
inferior animals, although a process very similar to
reason, and strongly indicative of a perfect understanding in things which essentially concern their
own te mporal existence and even tbat of others,
is observable in many of the most sagacious of
them; 'while the principle of devotion, prompted
either by fear or love, is found to subsist among
E
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the most savage of the human race . This principle
of human intellect can however make ).10 ex cursion beyond the bounds of that prison-house,
within which it is originally confined in its most
intelligent recipients; until, divested of some of
its fetters and made both to feel the positive
pain of its thraldom, and to taste and see so
much of the benefit of deliverance, and of the
sweetness of liberty, as to yield itself to the
Influence of that grace which would efiectually, though gradually, draw and..introduce the
obedient mind, into the glorious liberty of the
children of God.
j

The utmost efiorts of human intellect, before
such visitations of Grace have nourished and directed it, could only be exerted in a choice between
the furniture, the occupations, and the companions of its prison; none of which could present
any good thing if unaccompanied by the interposition of Divine power. But when tOllched,
drawn, animated thereby, the will of the creature is capable of making its election, not
merely between objects of equal indifference or
equal depravity, but between those which are
characterized as being good.
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Thus however blind in its own unenlightened
condition, until made to know the difference
between good and evil, and however powerless to
choose the one and refuse the other, until strongly
excited to maintain that difference by being
inclined and assisted to choose life and live;
it is nevertheless capable of yielding itself to
the Influence of that Divine principle which
only can effect its deliverance; and it evcn possesses ability to exercise the utmost degree of
its boasted liberty, in rebelling against, and
in altogether refusing and rejecting the Divine
principle: cc Know ye not that to whom ye
yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye
are to whom ye obey ; whether of sin unto death,
or of obedience unto righteollsness?" cc If ye be
willing and obedient ye shall eat the good of
the land; but if ye refuse ancl rebel, ye shall
be devoured." cc Oh! Israel! thou hast destroyed thyself; but in Me is thine help" , saith the
Lord.

-. ON REASON AND CONSCIENCE.

Having in the preceeding chapter gIven a
summary view of the complex nature or being
of man, it may be useful to advert more particularly to the faculties and end?wments with which
lle is furnished, as respectively appropriate to
the different principles of this complex being,
in reference to his animal, mental, and spiritual
nature.
Of each of these it may be observed, agreeably
to the conclusions of a late judicious writer,
that they possess original tendencies or primary
elements, as the seeds of all those qualities which
gradually develope themselves, or are brought
to maturity by favourable circumstances or appropriate culture; and which, in their seminal state,
may

be

denominated -instincts.

Such at least

j
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may very properly be accounted, all those propensities in the animal nature of man, which
arrive at completion without the intervention
of any human tuition: as desires, affections, &c.
Those also which constitute all the superior
faculties 'Of man, being comprehensive of his whole
intelligent nature, as his sensitive and rational
mind, are also originally of ' this seminal description, though susceptible of accession, and of being
brought into action by extraneous circumstances
and human cultivation.

In like manner that which is emphatically
termed in Scripture: " The Incorruptible Seed"«the Seed of the Kingdom," has its original tendencies and intuitive perceptions, though susceptible also of ,growth and expansion, from the
nourishment congenial to its own pure nature;
that is from the spring of its life, the Eternal
Word received ·in the soul of man.
Te assign to each principle of man's present
threefold mode of existence, their exact boundaries, might be difficult as well as useless.
That ,the lowest principle, the animal ]ife,
not only takes ;the lead of its more noble
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associate the mind, but operates powerfully on
it, is clearly evident to experience aud observation.
That the second principle, the intellectual part
in man, in some degree anticipates the operation
of any spiritual faculty, and is indeed prone to
invade the province of the superior, is too well
known to most relig'iously .e xercised individuals.
Yet that tbig highest principle, when introduced
to its rightful dominion, is capable of subjecting
and regulating both of its inferior companions,
through the continued communication 'of power
from on high, ~s also happily ascertaimi.ble; and
as its dominion is thus supreme, so it operates frequently through the medium of its two associates,
the mental and corporeal natures of man, as well
as, in some instances, wholly independently of
them. But though it may be difficult or impossible always to ascertain the precise limits of the
operation· respectively, of these united principles,
they each have some distinguishing characteristics which it seems important to observe; and
which are designed to be the subjects of the
present section.

In taking' a di stillct View of the natural and
spiritual faculties of man) little requires to be said ,
of the first observable and lowest principle of his
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nature, his corporeal frame, with all its instincts,
properties, and functions. Yet in the 1110st cursory
survey of this complicated machine, and still more
on a minute examination of its various powers,
we are constrained to adopt the admiring acknowledgement of the ·Psalmist on a bo'eneral view of
the Creator's power:
Lord, how manifold are
thy works! In wisdom hast Thou made them all 1"
And jf the features of the Divine character are
thus clearly impressed on that which is doomed
to decay, whether or not to be ultimately transformed into a mode of being, far above our
present conception, how much higher may our
admiration rise, in contemplating the more glorious instances of the power and wisdom, the
mercy and goodness of GO(l~ which are displayed
in the constitution of man's nobler part 1 For this
part, being originally designed for the participation of glory and blessedness, is also made capable
of the ultimate experience of this gracious design,
even after having violated its original conditions,
if man fulfil such renewed terms as are placed
within his reach, and which are completely adapted to the gracious purpose of restoration from
his present degenerated state.
(C

Among the mental faculties of man, as sucb,
must be principally noticed, those principles of
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rational and sensitive intelligence, which may be
denominated « Reason and Conscience;" the first
comprehending the operations of simple intellect;
the second being the proper seat or throne of a
Divine vicegerent, thoug'h liable to be occupied
by a usurper.
We come then to enquire-What is to be
understood by « Reason? " since the term is often
applied in a vague and indeterminate sense. Thus
it is sometimes used to imply the whole of man's
mental susceptibilities and endowments, including
every possible operation of them, whether employed on subjects physical, intellectual, or purely
spiritual. Under this view is comprehended not
only those natural powers which-in a greater or
less degree, belong to him as man, but also every
degree of spiritual intelligence and influence,
of which his mind is susceptible, though proceeding' from a source which is distinct from hi::; nature,
and making no part of his essential existence;
and yet as a rational creature, constituting the
highest privileges and greatest blessedness of
his being.
Thus the moralist extols, as well he may under
this comprehensive "iew, what the religionist
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depreciates and rejects; because in the mind
of the latter, a distinction is maintained between
the natural faculties of man as such, and the
super-natural endowments and communications
of which he is made capable. Such a distinction
ought at least to be kept in view, or the respective
intention of writers should be clearly ascertained,
in order to reconcile their apparent contradictions.
We will suppose the term c< Reason" to comprehend in its largest, legitimate extent, the
varied powers of the human mind as taken collectively. , In a more restricted sense, . it is considered
as the origin . of only some of those mental powers
which we possess, either capable of being distinguished from those of the animal creation, or of
rising into much higher perfection than theil's;
as the capacity of comparing and combining
simple ideas, and thus · drawing inferences from
certain acknowledged premises.
But let us examine more particularly what is
the extent and true amount of these powers'.
We may discover at least six disti nct acts or
operations which may be considered as constit uting the full ~xe!'cise of the reasoning or
rational faculty , viz. ji1'St,
perceive; second,

;0
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to apprehend; third, to combine; fOU1'th, to
compare; fifth, to reflect; sixth, to conclude.
Now these are operations or acts, of which every
rational being- is capable, whose organs and mental
powers are not defective.
But experience has
fully established the fact, that with the possession
of these in their utmost vig'our, mankind may
perceive partially, apprehend imperfectly, combine
erroneously, compare inadequately, reflect defectively, and thus consequently conclude mistakenly.
How then is c< Reason" an infallible guide to
Tr~lth? This Reason which is a natural endowment, or common in a g-reater or less proportion,
to every man in his natural capacity, is a sufficient guide and Fule of conduct in the investigation and pursuit of natural truths, or with relation
to those obj ects with which it is properly conversant, embracing all that are natural and COrI'espondent with the temporal nature of man. For
though it may be incompetent to the discovery
of a]J possible truth of a natural kind; yet when
corrected by experience and observation, that
of others as well as our own, it will not be found
inadequate to the establishment of natural facts,
and rational deductions, so far as the knowledge
of them is important to our well-being;

and
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provided we use it only within the sphere assigned
to it in the . order of Providence.
But Reason may be more strictly" defined to
be, that act of the mind by which it discriminates
between subjects cognizable through the medium
of the senses- discovers their properties and relations-separates, combines and compares them
according to its powers-and deduces conclusions
which are the certain result of the premises
assumed. Its primary characteristic may be said
to be, that it i~ the operation of a purely natural
faculty, not of an especial gift, super-added to
that nature which is common and even essential
to man. That Reason" is not however, in every
degree, exclusively the property of human nature,
has been admirably shown by the writer before
alluded to; * and it may be often observed, by
persons attentive to the fact, in inferior animals.
Its sphere of action must be bounded by the
sphere of knowledge in every rational ag'ent.
But since a fountain, as has been often asserted,
can rise no higher than its spring, so the faculties
in their utmost elevation and exercise) can attain
(f

to no higher degree of knowledge) than that
.. Hancock on Instinct.
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which is derived from premises with which they
are furnished; whether from the objects of this
vi!!ible creation, or from impressions made on the
intellectual faculties and feelings of man, by the
variolls contingencies to which lie is subject;
exciting' pleasurable or painful sensations .
. But there is another .class of obje'c ts which
may be communicated to man's perception, both in
a mediate and immediate manner, which are ~ot
of a natural kind; such as could never be discovered by any combination of matter and motion,
nor even by all the combined powers of the
human 'mind.; neither can they be any further
justly apprehended by the latter, than according
to the proportion in which their nature and th eir
relations are Divinely unfolded to its capacities.
These are the subjects of Revelation;* and are
such as it is evident have never entered into the
heart of man, except by Divine communication,
whether primarily or secondarily afforded.
The natural faculties of the mind of man,
as di sti nguished from all sup er-natural endowments, may be compared to implements in the
.. Sec th e Chup ter

0 11

that subj ec t, which immediutely follows this.
F
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hand of an artificer suited to his various tasks.
They are oftwo different classes. Some o( them
of a passive) and some of an active character.
Perception) sensation pleasurable or painful)
memory) and conscience) appear to be of the
first class . Recollection) reflectioll) combination)
comparison) deduction are of ·t he second. And
these active operations appear to constitute the
whole province of « Reason)" or to comprehend
what is properly sp~aking the reasoning faculty;
while the former embrace not only images or
impressions of objects) indifferent or interesting)
but all the affections and desires) and also the
moral sense. But these implements or faculties
must be furnished with their proper materials
to work upon; and these are abundantly presented
ill the phrenomena of visible) tangible) audible)
sensible) and odorous objects in nature and art;
and in those various combinations of mental
stores) which are supplied by the experience and .
observation of other ages and g'enerations, as well
as of individuals more advanced in the }il{e
ex perie~ce and observation.
It is not however denied that the reasoning

faculty) that of deducing conclusions from admitted premises) may exert itself even profitably

..
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as well. as unprofitably) on subjects which are
altogether ahove its native sphere, and in which
it often betrays its insufficiency, through the want
of that more perfect and extensive knowledge of
primary principles, which is not afforded to man
in his present state. But the higher office of the
reasoning faculty in relation to these subjects, is
to act in strict subordination to the superior light
of Revelation; and the extent of its province
in this respect, will be further considered in the
sections on that subject.
«Conscience" in its strictly pro~er signification, appears to be also a natural faculty; and, as
such, resembles the nature or property of a mirror) presenting the reflection of objects or images
which havc been, through whatever medium,
and on whatever authority, previously admitted
to contemplation as being good or evil.
But when we consider in how unsought for
and undesirable a manner, obj ects or images are
thus brought to our l:emembrance, not by a simple
operation of passi ve memory or voluntary recoll ection; but accompanied by an authoritative
sentence of condemnation or justification of our
thonghts, words, and actions, as thus brought
F
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into review) we are constrained to admit) that
the general and practically influential idea of
COllscience) properly includes that super-natural
light and power of discerning between essential
good and ' evil) which is to be justly ascribed only
to a spiritual principle, a gift bestowed on man,
which is capable of enlargement, or liable to
extinction, according as it. is faithfully occupied,
or wilfully neglected. Thus cr Conscience," and
the Divine Light shining in the Conscience, and
presiding there as its proper seat or throne, are
two distinct faculties; the one natural-the
other super-natural; but both sllsceph'bl e of
.
.
10
progression and enlargement, and of actIDg
complete concert; the former being in all points
subordinate to the latter.
" Conscience" then may be defined to be
. the seat or receptacle of that moral sense-that
intuitive perception of right and wrong, which,
in a seminal or radical degree, may be fitly called
"the law written in the heart " -a law capable
of expansion, and of making upon the mind preeminent impression above all laws, through the
. commUlllcatlOn
..
succeSSlve
0 f D"IV me L"Ig lIt and
Influence, whether immclliately or mediatelY
comcyod. It is to this Light shiniug in the
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Conscience) that is to be attributed that authoritative poy-ve r of correction) which intrudes itself
unbidden io the guilty and rebellious; and is
also heard both as a dictator and a monitor) like
a word behind us saying': «This is the way) walk
ye in it)" when we would «turn to the right
hand) or turn to the left."
Conscience is accordingly) III a popular sense)
represented as the vicegere[~t of Ilea yen .

F
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ON REVELATION AND INSPIRATION.

Section I.
REVELATION

UIMEDIATF.

AND

INSTRUMENTAL.

Revelation is the communication of truths
Divine, spiritual, or natural, which are not discoverable by the unassisted rational faculties of
the buman mind.
REVELATION IS

of two kinds:

First, Immediate-being a communicatioll
of the Divine Spirit to the spirit of man, whether
accompanied or not by an external voice, appearance, or vision, manifested to the external
as well as to the internal senses.
Such were
the Revelations of the Most High to the
. rebs and prophets) to the evangelists and
pat na
apostles .
F
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S econd, Inst1'umental-being a like Divin e
communication conveyed through the medium
of the servants and prophets of the Most
High, speaking as they were moved, and immediately commissioned by the Holy Ghost, and
ever accompanied by its Divine Influences;
and which primarily includes traditional and
scriptural revelation.
Though THADITIONAL HEVELATION may be
justly considered, in these later ag'es of the
world, to be the least important and the most
uncertain, being indeed superseded by that which
is written; yet must it have had a very prominent place in ancient times, among the various manners in which the Divine Being saw meet
to communicate the knowledge of his works, his
ways, and his will, to the bulk of mankind in
the early ages of the world; during which it
was transmitted by faithful witnesses of his
power and his glory, frorn generation to generation, probably for many hundred years, before
the art of writing was known. And though this
mode of the communication of facts and truths,
would become liable to much perversion, as it
divJrged into impure channels; yet it is worthy of
observation, that however defaced and deformed
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by the perversion of unholy men, many of the
facts and truths recorded in the Holy Scriptures,
may be traced to their pure orig'in, tbroug'h all
the mazes of error and distortion by which
they have acquired those corruptions.
SCRIPTURAL REVELATION is the communication
of such facts and truths, as God has been pleased immediately to reveal to chosen instruments,
who were Divinely authorised to commit them
to writing; and which, thoug'h no less truly the
effusions of the same Divine Spirit, might or
might not be accompanied by its Iufluences on
those who afterwards received those written Revelations; as they mayor may not in the present
time, according to the state and disposition of
the respective readers.
The subjer.ts of these "Scriptural Revelations"
or intelligences to mankin d, are of three classes.
First, REVEALED TRUTHS which could not have
been discovered by the utmost extent of human
reason.

Secondly,

MIRACULOUS FACTS, as visions,

1Il-

terpositions of Divine power; such as could not
happen according to the regular course and
establishment of nature .
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Thi7'dly)

INTERNAL IMPRESSIONS AND INFLUENCES.

The manner in which these Revelations; especially the t~o former) have been communicated) is
twofold: that is primarily and secondarily) or immediately and mediately. Primarily and immediately to certain chosen witnesses or instruments)
whose appointed office it was to rehearse and
to record them for the benefit of mankind;
inasmuch as no repeated primary and immediate
revelation of them) appears to have been afforded
to any other individual or individuals) than those
to whom they were originally intrusted; unless
tbis may be supposed to have been vouchsafecl
in the instance of Moses) or in similar cases) in
which the original revelation committed to
Adam) as well as those to Noah) Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob) had become obscure or lost
during the enslaved or degenerated condition
of their posterity. In such cases there is no
inconsistency in supposing a renewed revelation would be granted; though it is evident)
that all which is related by Moses of those received truths and facts which had been knowJl
antecedent to his own times; might have beeJl
procured by traditional revelation 1Jl
an
unbroken chain.

• - I~
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There ;s a distinction hetween the revealed
trllths and the miracul{)us facts thus committed
to mankind; the first being the subjects of
pure revelation to the primary receivers of them,
of whom t here rarely appears to have been
more than one appointed individual; and of
which there could be no human witness. These
tTutlzs are stich as the history of the creationthe purposes and promises of the Most High
in different ag·es-and the predictions of future
events before they occurred.
The miraculous facts, include the fulfilment of these predictions, and various mIraculous interpositions, of which there were
many human witnesses; and which rested on
evidence that could not be overthrown in the
times of their occurrence; while to us they
are attested on the authority of a Divinely
Inspired Record.
ThiT(lly, There must be admitted a kind of

if the expression is allowable,
which the Divine Being has seen meet to employ, in various instances recorded in the Old

MIXED REVELATION,

Testament; that partook both of the immediate
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and instrumental, and in which both the external and internal senses are addressed; as in tlH'
case of the burning bush displayed to ':M oses~
the ladder to Jacob-and all other supernat.ural
appearances ~ccompanied with their appropriaie
internal impressions.
In the discussion of this Umixccl rcvclation,"
especially as it obtains under the Gospel Dispensation, most important consideratiolls are
involved.
First-This cc mixcd 7'cvelation" appears to be
the standing ordinance of the Lord toward his
true Church, while in a progressive state toward
that final condition, described by J OJ1I1 under
the similitude of the New Jerusalem; which
<C had no need of the sun,
neither of the moon,
to shine in it; for the glory of God did Jig'l~ten
it, and the Lamb is the light thereof."
Secondly, That this "mixed revelation " is a
standing' ordinance, appears to be a clear inference; because no instance has ever yet occurred
in the annals of mankind, of a church or collective body of believers III Divine, unadulterated
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truth, to whom the double privilege of the outward and inward communication of Revelation
has not been imparted. T his ' is verified in the
Patriarchal Church, as well as in the Mosaic
aud Christian; the first having had the benefit
of the most unbroken chain of tradition, in conjunction with the sllccessive and particular manifestations of the Divine 'ViiI. The second had
that benefit, tog'ether with a distinguished train
of outward miraculous interposition, or immediate Divine instruction.
And the third is
not only favoured with a clearly authorised
record of the truths professed by the two former,
but with all additional gifts and graces of a
spiritual nature, of which its state could stand
III

need.
Though these two distinguishing modes of

religious instruction, have been thus united in
the Divine economy towards every true Church,
it must be confessed they have been most unhappily scparated in the experience of all professed churches, who, though orig'inally rig'htly
g'athered, have apostatized from their primitive
condition : witness the general state of the Jewish
Church at the coming of the Saviour, and during
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many intermediate periods between that and its
first rise; although ind.ividuals of its communion,
from time to time were preserved, keeping their
integrity, who could bear a testimony of living
faith in the Divine promises; being conducted,
by the right understanding of all the external
types and rites, to their great anti type: and
hence to wait for the consolation of Israel.
In general all the truths or facts that have been
imparted to man, which could not be, or which
never have heen clearly discovered by the efforts
of human reason, may be considered as entitled
to the character of Revelation. Yet many of
these are of an outward kind, and so far cognizable by the natural senses and faculties of man; as to
be susceptible of proof from outward observation,
though not originally discoverable by natural or
extern~l powers.
In this description may be included the history of the creation-t:le fall of man-the prom ise of a Redeemer-the subsequent predictions
of inspired prophets-and the fulfilment of these
predictions in various minor cases, as well as in
that most memorable instance connected with
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the recital of the life, death, and suffering's of
Christ.

It may indeed be qu estioned to which of
these modes or kinds of Revelation is to be assigned, that pre-eminent manifestation of the Divine
nature or will, which has been vouchsafed to
man in the person of the blessed Jesus.
For
«God who at sundry times and in divers manners, spake in time past unto the fathers ' by the
prophets, hath in these last days, spoken unto us
by his Son." It was indeed by his Eternal Word,
even the Spirit of his Son, that God thus spake in
iimes past through his servants the prophets; as
He has spoken in times subsequent to his appearance)n the flesh , by the evang'elists and apostles.
But ~his speaking by his Son, in that personal
appearance upon earth, in whom c< dwelt aU the
fulness of the Godhead bodily," was indeed distinguishable from all other ways; seeing, in this
union of the Divinity with the humanity, He
spake to our whole nature, as consisting of body
soul, and spirit; to our outward and inward
faculties: so that the refusing' to hear H im who
spake both from heaven and on earth, must
invol ve the most complicated guilt: cc If" said
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He cc I had I!ot done among them the works
which none other man did) they had not had sin;
but now have they both seen and hated both
Me and my Father." cc Thoug-h ye believe not
Me) believe the works) that ye may know' and
believe that the Father is in Me) and I in
Him."

Section II.
REVELATION

IN IT S MOST EXTENSIVE IMPORT.

What is the primary import of the term
Revelation?

In its most general and extensive sense, «Revelation" appears to be synonimous with the terms
manifestation, unfolding, unveiling, either partially or perfectly, of things that had been previously hidden; and always implies the idea of an
agent or a revealer to others, and not of a selfdiscove rer. As He who is the Source and Author
of Essential Truth, is the alone Revealer of every
emanation of it which can be imparted to mankind, whether immediately or instr umentally;
so the term « Revelation," whe n applied to the
subjects of religious tr uth, to which it is most
appropriatc, may be justly dcfined to be the supernatural communication of D ivine and spiritual
t ruth s, and of su ch important fac ts connected
th erew ith, as could nol. have been discovered by
the natural unassisted faculties of man .
)
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Revelation may be considered under the following divisions or distinctions, primary and
secondary, intemal and external, original and

instrumental.

\
\

PRIMARY REVELATION is that which may be SO
termed, because communicated by its Divine
Author, to one or more individuals, without the
intervention of any human agent; and is there:
fore usually identified with Immediate Revelation.
But it' does not appear that this primary and
original Revelation, is always conveyed in an
immediate manner only; that is, without some
correspondent medium, or accompanying outward
symbol, which might render it cognizable by the
outward as well as by the inward senses. ,Vitn ess
tlle Divine appearances to the patriarchs and
propbets under former dispensations; and, e"Ven
under the Christian and more purely spiritual one,
the Descent of the Holy Ghost-the Transfig' u ration on the rl10lmt-the sight of the Redeemer
by Stepben, hy Paul, and by the Apostle John
as recorded by him in the Revelations.
Thus angels in the form of men, and e"Vel1
appearances in the character of Jehovah, as weIll}s
. various others of visible glory, and also by voices

-~.......
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and miraculous visions, have often· been the
appointed vehicles and corroborating evidences
of primm:.;, o7'iginal Revelation.
Let 'none however mistakenly conclude, either
that it never has been, or may not ever again be
afforded in a wholly inlmediate manner; or that
these external Revelations of the Divine presence
and power, were not accompanied with an
internal, spiritual impression proportionally unequivocal, and producing an awful sense of their
Divine reality. For not only are the instances
numerous, of this primary, immediate, and internal
communication of the Father of spirits to the
spirit of man: in the testimony of Sacred Scripture,
most especially indeed under the Christian dispcnsation ; but this in~ard and immediate

cc

commu-

nion of the Holy Ghost," is that abiding promised
privilege, which is the perfection of that glorious
dispensation; through which the subjects of it.
should not need to cc teach any more every man his
neig-bbollr, and . every man his brother, saying-: .
Know the Lord;" for all should know Him
« from the least to the greatest of them;" which
can only be by the immediate manifestation and
communication of His own nature, to thei r
spiritual perception and participation.
G
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This is that immediate and internal revelation
which belongs not exclusiv~ly to p1'immy Revelation, but no less· inseparably to that which i9
secondary and inst1'U1nental; and which, as such,
must therefore· be both mediate and immeJiate,
both external and internal, to entitle it to the
character of tdle Revelation in the highest sense
of the term. The distinguishing character indeed
of this secondary revelation is that of its being
mediate or instrumental. Such a medium are
the Holy Scriptures. Such instrumentality is all
true Gospel Ministry. But what shall we conclude of either, or how shall we ascribe to them
the essential character of Revelation, if wholly
.- una.ccompani"ed to us, with any measure of that
inward, illuminating, or soul-quickeniug Influence
which pl:oceeds only from the Father of lights and
of spirits? and " from which is derived the highest
efficacy of~laking liS ;' wi!;e unto salvation."

.

,

There is ho wever a subor8inate sense in which
th; outward testimonies, ' the sacred records of
D ivin e Truth, may be denominated RevelatioPJ
if considered with regard to the twofold vieW
just taken of the subj ect. The subordinate sense
ill which Revelatio n applies to the Holy Scriptlll't's, ·respects t he subject matter of all p 'U1'C
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Revelation, whether primary 01' only secondary.
This subject matter, as was observed in a former
Section, consists of truths and facts, the knowledge of which could never have been attained,
but as orig'inally communicated to mankind by
their Divine Author. In strict propriety of speech,
these testimonies of Sacred Scripture, might
be termed the Divinely auth orised declarations
and records 9f Revealed Truth; which, as it comprehends many other impol:-tant considerations,
will furnish the peculiar subj ect of another
Chapter.
Primary Revelation, as describing' revelation
m its big'II est point of view, may e mbmce,
though not necessalily so, both mediate and
immediate, intern al and external manifestation ..
Secondary Revelation, tI\O~gh exhibiting the like
highest point of view, m,ust embrace~ach of
these descriptions; f.or in this secondary character,
the vehicles of revelation are ever those of l~ar
ing or seeing; by which it is received through the
medium of the outward senses. There is however
a thi'r d sense in which Revelation may be distinguished from either primary or secondary This
third sense of the term Revelation, is that which
G
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is primary and original with respect to its su bjccts
only, as are the Sacred Scriptures; but which in
the manner of communicating them, may not
padake of this primary virtue; for the hearing or
reading of the Holy Scriptures may be unaccompanied by any measure ofthat illuminating Influence,
which is needful to a right understanding' and efficacious reception of them: yet even in this lowest
pomt -0 f VIeW, they are an attested reve I a t"LO n· of
•

0

0

truths which could never have been attained, but as
o
0\
0 0
0
d to pre pared
pnman
y an d ·ongmally
commUnIcate
and~chosen instruments, in order to their propa-

gation \lmong mankind at large; and as such, they
deserve a reverent attention, even from those who
judge of their authority only by the force of
external evidenceo They may however become,
through the irradiating Influence of the Iloly
fteo
SpUlt, cven to such as these, as they have 0
been madc, and are continually found to become
unto thousands, tbe consecrated channel of pure
0
"
0
0 10W ai
intern a1 commulUcation,
t Ilat IS
of Splf
influence and evidence; and they also furnish to
all conditions a standard of doctrine, of truth,
and of practical morality, the like perfection
of which was never exhibited by mortal man,
ed
on1y as t I11S sacred standard has been a it aio
elll
by him, through the supernatural means ther
o

0

0

0
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exemplified. Hence the value of tb e Scri ptures,
even in this lowest description of their excellence,
immeasurably transcends that of all other writings.

111

But what is to be understood by Revelation
its utmost extent?

It is the spiritual manifestation of D i vine tm,th
or truths) which is addressed to th e perception
of those spiritual faculties that are awakened, or
which is conferred on the soul by an operation of
. Di vine power. Su ch manifestations) whether re cei ved immediately from the Fountain H imself, or
conveyed from the Fountain through the meu iulll
of appointed channels: as those of consecrated human instrumentality, constitute the trne character
of Revelation; wh ich is the unveiling of hidden
mysteries: but this unveiling of them is only in
such measure and extent) as Infinite \Visdom sees
meet to entrust to his dependant creatures; the
proportions of it being very different, according
to his purposes) whether universal or parti cular,
and whether ordinary or especial.
H ence the
lesser degrees of Revelation) or t hose which may
be termed secondary, being the Divinelyen lightened impressions of facts or truths 'which have
been primarily communicated t o others, may
G
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perhaps, with more strict prupriety be termed,
«Divine Illuminations."
The revelations and communications of the
Lord to the patriarchs, prophets, evangel ists, and
apostles, were mostly immediate in every sense
of the word; not only as being accompanied with
an appropriate evidence of their Divine ol'igin,
but also as being communicated without the
intervention of creaturely instrumentality.
To
those chosen witnesses were committed, not only
what importantly concerned themselves as individuals, but also what concerned successive ages
and generations; always indeed attended in its
efficacious communication to others, with a m ea . sure of the same Divinely, enlightening Influe~ce,
or spiritual evidence of its Divine authontYJ
which was needful to establish it in the minds
- of the first recei vers as the object of their faith;
and which influence or evidence will never be
wanting, in a sufficient degree, in a secondary
sense, to impress and enforce those primary revelations ' on the minds of those who are prepared
to receive the Truth in the love of it.

'
. is
H ence
t Ilough no new Primary RevelatIon
to be e"Xpected, of things which llavc been alreadJ
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clearly revealed) powerfully attested) and faithfully
transmitted fro m g eneration to generation; yet a
renewed secondary revelation or spiritual evidence
of their tnith and importance) is to be relied on)
by those who are willing to be taught by it) as al~
indispensable qualification, for the beneficial or
effectual reception of such primary manifestat ions
of the Holy Spirit.
Revelation then must be considered) not only
as immediate and instrumentat but as immediate
both in a primary . and secondary point of view.
Primarily to those to whom it is originally communicated) secondarily to those who receive it
through their testimony) attended with a measure
of the same Divinely illuminating Influence .which
accompanied its llrimary communication; by
virtue of whic.h) th e veil being tahn from the
hearts of these secondary recipients) th ey are
enabled to discern spiritual objects) through the
medium of their own spiritual sig·ht. This veil)
which is sigonificant of the influences of flesh and
sense) or the reasonings of the carnal mind which
is enmity against God;" can only be removed from
the heart) agreeably to the condition prescribed
in Scripture: «When it shall turn to the Lord: "
C<

-when that disposition is effected in the heart

